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Abstract: This research discusses about the sociolinguistic aspects of the Asho (Azmari) argot speakers. The 
researcher collected data from eighteen informants through discussions, participatory observations and 
interview. To analyze the collected data, it mainly used descriptive approach. It’s found out that the Asho 
people are undermined by the main society due to their begging tradition. With such psycho-social gaps, the 
Asho group has developed argot. Although there is a sense of underestimation between the Asho and the 
non-Asho groups such as in marriage, they invite each other in any ceremony and social activities. The Asho 
group has developed its secret language due to the fact that the two groups underestimating each other. The 
mobility of the Asho should be the reason for the introduction of Amharic words to the Asho argot. The Asho 
people use the Asho argot for special purposes, and to be Asho, someone should be genetically Asho, 
married to Asho , or speak the Asho argot. 
Keywords: Asho, non-Asho, argot, Azmari, sociolinguistics 
1. Introduction 
1.1. Background of the study  
Throughout the world, people have invented secret 
languages and language games. They have been 
using these special languages as means of 
identifying with a special group, for fun or to 
prevent others from knowing what is being said 
(Fromkin, et al. 2003:487-488). In relation to this, 
society is classified into different groups according 
to various social factors such as types of 
occupation, generation, economic status, kinship, 
etc (Simeneh, 2005:137).  
In Tigray, there is one societal group of minstrel 
called Azmari in Amharic or Asho in their secret 
language. Leslau (1952) and Ashenafi (1975:41) 
indicated that the word Azmari is derived from the 
Ethiopian Semitic word zmr means `“sing”, zәmәrә 
“sang” and the noun form of this word is Azmari 
means “a person who sings a song”. According to 
Binyam (1995:13), Azmari people had been also 
called Ɂamәsgaɲɲ “a person who praises” because 
a long time ago Azmari people had praised for 
emperors or princes, their events and heroes. They 
have cultural music played by a traditional 
instrument called masink‟o or Chira which is made 
from the hair of horse‟s tail, goat‟s skin and wood 
(Nurhsen, 1986:5). As Ashenafi (1975:41) denoted, 
Azmari group of Amhara region particularly 
Debre-Markos have secret language (argot) which 
they use it to communicate with each other in the 
group.  
Simeneh (2005:141) describes the Azmari argot of 
Gondar as “Communication through a secret argot 
allows Enzata [Azmari group] to share a sense of 
community and exclusivity…. it helps as a means 
of exchanging information they do not want 
outsiders [Buga] to know.” From this quote, argot 
is not only spoken by criminal people but it is 
spoken by non-criminal people like Azmari group. 
The main objective of this research is to survey the 
linguistic features and social aspects of the Azmari 
argot of Tigrinya speakers who are found in 
Temben- Begashexa of Tigray region. The Asho 
people are found in central zone of Tigray district 
of K‟olatemben-Begashexa. 
1.2. Statement of the Problem 
The analysis of argot speakers and their secret 
language has both methodological and theoretical 
significance for sociolinguistic investigators. 
Methodologically, it is used as a means of 
penetrating the inner life of the speakers (special 
roles, problems, and other concerns) arising from 
their sociolinguistic background. Theoretically, it is 
also employed mainly to see the social functions of 
the argot and language structures (Stephenson and 
Scarpitti, 1968:384).  
In Ethiopia, there are Azmari groups found in 
Amhara and Tigray regions. The Azmari groups of 
Amharic speakers which are studied by Leslau 
(1952) and Tigrinya speakers have their own secret 
languages. Phonological deformation of Asho 
(Azmari) argot in Tigray is studied by Abraha 
(2014). Sociolinguistic aspects of Asho (Azmari) 
argot speakers in Tigray are not studied yet. Other 
secret languages may exist in Tigray, but they are 
not included in this research.  
As language helps us to see abstract needs of its 
speakers and history, argots or secret languages and 
other group languages are also important to 
examine the interest and long history of its 
speakers. In relation to this, Sibata (1918:280) 
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states that observation of group languages (argot, 
slang, etc]) would not only help us to understand 
the group, but would provide good material for use 
when considering the future of the languages. 
The results of the research are important on solving 
the problematic or challenging back warded social 
relationships or reflections that because Ethiopians 
have strong believes on classification of the people 
under minstrels, black smiths, potter, beggars, and 
else. These facts are reasons to be classified as the 
third world countries (under poor countries) from 
Aksum civilization. Like these backgrounds is a 
basic motivation to study this socio-historical 
classification and sociolinguistic aspects of the 
Asho or Azmari group speakers.  
In the other way, due to globalization and societal 
underestimation, such undermined groups are 
leaving their profession which is a very important 
ancient and talented life skill in the human 
development. So, giving emphasis for this Azmari 
group may be a way opening the way to save their 
culture.   
1.3. Objective of the Study 
The purpose of the research is to study the 
sociolinguistic aspects of the Asho argot of 
Tigrinya speakers, particularly in Temben-
Begashexa. 
Specifically, the study has been concerned: 
• To see the relationship of the Asho and 
non -Asho groups. 
• To see why Asho people have their own 
secret language 
 To describe the function of the Asho 
argot. 
 
1.4. Significance of the Study 
It is believed that this research may have its 
significances such as: 
• it may help readers who want to know the 
sociolinguistic aspects of the Asho argot. 
• It can be a base for researchers who want to 
participate in documenting of Asho argot. 
•  It may serve as an important material to save 
the socialinguistic aspects of the Asho group.  
 
1.5. Scope of the Study 
The focus of this study is to describe the 
sociolinguistic aspects of the Asho argot of the 
Tigrinya speakers. Asho (Azmari) are found in 
Tigray region particularly, in Wekro- Hayk 
Mesahl, Mekelle- around Serewat and Temben - 
Begashexa. Azmari so called Enzata also live 
outside Tigray region, in Gondar town of Amhara 
region (cf. Simeneh, 2010:138). However, to make 
the study more manageable, the researcher has 
focused on Azmari of Tigray particularly in 
Temben-Begashexa. 
2. Review of Related Literature 
2.1. Definition of Non-standard Languages 
(Group Languages) 
Language is the reflection of its speakers, and this 
is surely a piece of knowledge as old as human 
speech itself (Keller 1997:315). Thus, language 
acts are acts of identity. In relation to this, as 
language is a reflection of its speakers, argot is the 
reflections of its different speakers. People use 
language to share their thoughts and feelings such 
as needs, ties, joys, affection, taste, etc with other 
people to exploit the subtle and concrete aspects of 
language, and to reveal and define their social 
relationships with the people they are talking 
(Fasold, 1984:1, Flexner; 1967:189).  
Argot is one type of informal languages, and it is 
named in different ways. It is also known as, secret 
language, disguising speech, lundling, and 
language game and play. However, these terms 
may be differed in different ways. As Gil (2002:1) 
pointed out, “Lundlings are also known as secret 
languages, language disguises, language genres, or 
backwards languages, involving rule governed 
phonological manipulations of ordinary speech”.  
 Flexner (1967: 191,196) writes that argot is as a 
secret language, roughly corresponding to cant, and 
is used by beggars and thieves. As Flexner‟s (1967: 
191,196) expression, argot is the secret language of 
the criminal people. But it is not only taken as 
secret language of criminal people because it may 
serve other group of people such as minstrel, 
blacksmith etc who are not criminal people. 
However, historically, it may be taken as language 
of underworld or criminal people. According to 
Bussmann (1996:85), argot may refer to any 
specialized vocabulary or set of expressions 
(jargon) used by a particular group or class and not 
widely understood by mainstream society. 
Hudson (1980:43) states that the source of 
complexity of the language variation (social 
dialect), social class is a source of secret language. 
Argot and cant are taken as the same words. But 
due to have constituency, the argot is only used in 
this research rather than cant. Argot and secret 
language are used in interchangeable terms. Argot 
serves for its speakers in different ways.  
2.2. Pervious Works 
There are different works done on different areas of 
secret languages. These works are both articles and 
B.A senior essays. Leslau attempted to study 
different argots of Ethiopia. These include “An 
Ethiopian Merchants' Argot” (1949a), “An 
Ethiopian Argot of People Possessed by 
a Spirit” (1949b), “An Ethiopian Minstrels‟ Argot” 
(1952), and “An Ethiopian Argot of a Gurage 
Secret Society” (1964). In addition to what Leslau 
tried to study on different areas of Azmari people, 
Kawase (2005 and 2010) attempted to study on the 
Azmari group.  The other article on argot is 
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“„Bird‟s Talk‟ in Oromo” by Kebede and Unseth 
(No date). Senior essays of Nurhsen (1986), 
Binyam (1995), and Mengesh (1992) as well as 
M.A thesis of Tesfay (2009) focus on poem of 
Azmari group of different areas. Therefore, they 
are not related to this research. Mesrak (2003), 
Zeleke (1974), Yeshetela (1986), and Biyazen 
(1991) attempted to see different disguise speeches 
or argots, and are more relevant to this research.  
Leslau‟s (1949a) article tried to see the merchants‟ 
argot of Debremarkos (Gojjam) and Gondor. 
The merchants‟ argot is called k‟әlәmәɲɲa, and as 
Leslau‟s (1949a) finding, k‟әlәmәɲɲa is formed 
from Amharic word k‟әlәm. It has several 
loanwords from different languages such as Arabic, 
Cushitic and Semitic languages.  In addition to this, 
Leslau (1964b) attempted to survey about culture 
of mwɨјәt group which is found in Gurage. mwɨјәt 
use Dobbi morphology. The phonological 
formation of mwɨјәt argot is through reduplication 
of the consonants. 
Furthermore, Leslau (1952) introduced about 
Azmari group of Amharic speakers and their music 
performance. He collected data from Debremarkos 
(Gojjam), Gondor and Addis Ababa from three 
informants (two men and one woman). In addition 
to this, the Azmari of Debremarkos,  Gondar and 
Addis Ababa speak almost similar argot.  This 
article is done by Leslau (1952) in Azmari argot of 
Amharic speakers (AAAS) has some similarity and 
difference in words etymologies with the actual 
article that conducted as: sociolinguistic aspects of 
Asho (Azmari) argot speakers in Tigray, even 
though they are conducted in different areas or 
regions and time. Their similarities may be because 
of that Asho (Azmari) of Tigrinya speakers and 
Azmari of Amharic speakers have the same 
profession of playing ʧ‟ɨra and praising people as 
well as they are the speakers of the Semitic 
language group (Tigrinya and Amharic). 
In contrast, Azmari argot of Tigrinya speakers and 
Azmari argot of Amharic speakers have too much 
difference in their setting because Azmari argot of 
Tigrinya speakers speaks Tigrinya language as 
standard language. Azmari argot of Amharic 
speakers speaks Amharic language. 
Over all, Leslau (1949a, 1949b, 1952, 1964a, and 
1964b) tried to survey Ethiopian argots which are 
formed from Amharic and Dobbi. This research 
was conducted on Tigray Asho (Azmari), 
particularly in Temben- Begashexa. Others are 
done out of Tigray region. Moreover, 
Sociolinguistic features of Asho (Azmari) argot of 
Tigrinya speakers were described deeply and 
broadly. 
3. Methodology 
3.1.  Population and Research Area  
This research was conducted in district (woreda) 
Kolatemben kebelle Begashxa. The estimated total 
population of woreda Kollatemben is 148,282 
people with 73,873 male and 74,409 female. The 
research area of the study is sub-district (kebelle) 
Begashexa found in central zone of Tigray, 
southern part of the woreda Kollatemben. This 
research studied Asho (Azmari) group. However, 
the actual number of the Azmari group in 
Begashexa is unknown due to lack statistical data 
that indicates the specific number of the group 
(source from statistical workers of Kolatemben 
kebelle districts).  
3.2. Sample Size 
The researcher employed purposive method 
sampling to select informants. The purposes of the 
researcher were first, to collect reliable data from 
informants who have better knowledge then to 
collect data about the linguistic features of the 
argot, and second, to see the fluency and accuracy 
of the speakers in their argot. In addition, he 
intended to see the social aspects of the Asho argot 
as well as to get into the Asho argot of the speakers 
smoothly as long as it is secret language.  
Totally, the researcher collected the data from five 
elders, five youngsters and four children, the 
researcher, however, was not concerned about the 
number among the three groups of informants 
intentionally. In addition to this, the researcher 
collected some data about the social aspects of the 
Asho group from four informants of the non-Asho 
group through participatory observations in order 
to make cross checking the idea of Asho group 
informants about the attitude of the main society 
towards the Asho group and vice versa. 
3.3. Data Gathering Instruments  
The researcher used elicitation method, interview 
and participatory observation in the collections of 
the data. First, the researcher used elicitation 
method to collect data from the informants. Before 
the fieldwork, around 2000 words that indicate 
lexical and morphological features and 200 phrases 
and sentences were prepared through intermediary 
language (Tigrinya) of the researcher and 
informants but only about 400 words of the ʔaʃo 
argot are found. This is to understand linguistic 
features of the argot.  
Second, the researcher used interview. He 
interviewed ten ʔaʃo and eight non asho 
informants. Eighteen interview questions were 
prepared, and these questions are talking about the 
socialingistic aspects of the ʔaʃo people, such as 
relationship between the two groups, the function 
of the argot, and why Asho have their own secret 
language.  Then data were recorded contextually by 
using audiotape recorder and video camera. Third, 
the researcher employed participatory observations. 
Participatory observations were used in the daily 
communications of the informants for thirty days in 
order to see when and where the ʔaʃo people use 
their secret language and to observe the social 
aspects of ʔaʃo people.  
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3.4  Method of Data Analysis 
To analyze the collected data, the researcher 
mainly used descriptive (qualitative) approach to 
describe data about socialinguistic aspects of the 
argot. International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) has 
been used to transcribe the linguistic data. 
4.  Data analysis and interpretation 
The data are collected through participatory 
(anthropological) observations and interviews 
recorded by video-camera and tape recorder from 
the Asho and non-Asho people. This chapter 
discusses the Asho people and the Asho argot as 
well as the function of the Asho argot and its 
simple and complex forms. 
4.1. The Asho People 
To see the relationship between Azmari and non-
azmari people, and then to answer why the Azmari 
people have their own secret language, the 
researcher raised different questions. From the 
interview questions, the informants were asked to 
tell the name of the Azmari group that speaks 
Tigrinya. The informants then told to the researcher 
different names of the Azmari people who speak 
Tigrinya. In Azmari argot, Azmari people are 
called Asho which means “Azmari group as well as 
Azmari person”. The Asho term is formed in 
different ways, such as from Tigrinya Asho 
mmɨnna “type of folk song” by relating the 
profession of Asho people and shortening /-
mmɨnna/ final part of the word. Asho word may be 
taken from Tigrinya ʔaʃmoj which means “my 
leader (to name elder brother)”. It may also be 
formed from ʔawʃo “a type of traditional herb taken 
by spiritual students in order to be active in 
reading”, and then “Azmari” term by itself means 
active or talkative, connotatively. In addition to 
this, Azmari group is also called wat’a which 
means “a person who sings or plays ʧ‟ɨra” that is 
derived from Tigrinya verb wat’iju “he sang”. This 
word is used by the non-azmari groups as an insult 
because wat’a refers to a talkative person, and 
wat’iju could also mean “he talks too much” 
connotatively. This term might be related to the 
Asho people‟s over praising habit of people to get 
income. Moreover, the Asho people are also named 
by the material name ʧ’ɨra in Tigrinya which 
means “hair taken from an animal‟s tail especially 
horse” that helps to make one stringed violin that is 
called tinkab in Asho argot and masink‟o in 
Amharic. Therefore, ʧ’ɨra serves to name the 
Azmari people as well as the masink‟o. 
The Azmri people are also named as ʧ’ɨra wat’a, 
“persons who can play one stringed violin” formed 
from ʧ’ɨra (noun) and wat’iju (verb). They are also 
called Azmari “a person who can sing”. The noun 
Azmari is derived from the Geez verb zәmәrә “he 
sings” and zmr Semitic triradical root. Azmari 
group is also called aləm aʧ’ʧ’əwaʧ “musician” 
taken from the Amharic terms alәm “world” and 
ʔaʧ‟ʧ’әwaʧ “a person who makes people play”. 
Sometimes, they are named ħamen “persons who 
are malicious gossip and backbiting”. However, as 
the informants, ħamen people are not Asho people.  
From the above discussions, we can deduce that 
some of the names given to the Asho people are 
derogatory, which indicate the belittling or 
underestimation by the non-Asho group. 
Furthermore, the researcher has checked out by 
three non-Asho informants that the Asho people are 
undermined by the main society due to their 
begging tradition. Whether or not they are invited 
the Asho people (men, women or children) can get 
in any ceremony to get money, grain, food and so 
on through playing ʧ’ɨra (by men) and praising 
through poem (by women).  The informants from 
non-Asho groups say that getting into any 
ceremony without being invited is assumed 
unethical or immoral action by the main society.  In 
addition to this, all the interviewee reported that 
making marriage alliance of the Asho with non-
Asho people was strictly forbidden long time ago, 
but now there is some intermarriage between the 
two groups. Moreover, to check the 
underestimation of the Asho people by the main 
society, there is a very popular proverb in Tigrinya 
which says “ʔɨgzabiher ja ʔɨntɨħazɨnnɨs wәddi x‟әʃi 
wat‟a jɨxәwɨn” means “when God becomes angry, 
he makes the son of a priest being Asho or wet‟a”. 
This proverb indicates that Azmari people are not 
considered equal with non-azmari people. 
Regarding this idea, Ashenafi (1972:51) states: 
Whatever is negative in the 
minds of the Ethiopian people is 
more emphasized in Azmari 
craftsmanship than in any other 
aspect of the culture. 
Consequently, an Ethiopian 
parent would feel disgraced if his 
son becomes an Azmari, though 
probably less so if he himself is 
one. And, generally speaking, no 
parent, even an Azmari, would 
normally permit his daughter to 
marry one. 
From the above quotation, anyone can understand 
that Azmari is undermined group by the main 
society. According to the informants, non-azmari 
people are identified by different names such as 
bugunә1 “non-Asho people” its orgin is unknown. 
The other name is gonno which means “slave” 
formed from gila “servant” by substituting /l/ by /n/ 
and geminating /n/, and substituting of vowels by 
/o/.  t‟isso also means “blacksmith” that formed 
from the word ʧ‟ɨs “smoke”, it is smoked when 
blacksmiths do their metal work through fire. 
Furthermore, bolox
2
 means “buda or blacksmith” 
its origin is obscured. ʧ‟ɨwɨnʧ‟ɨw “non-slave or 
extraordinary people” formed from ʧ‟ɨwa through 
                                           
1
 g
wana  means “alien” in Tigrinya. 
2
 Buda means “blacksmith” in Tigrinya. 
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reduplication. Moreover, baʕgo “rural people, 
villagers” formed from baʕgag “dirty” and it is 
used as insult by the Asho to the non-Asho people 
and in relation to this, the researcher thinks that the 
Azmari people assume that they are more civilized 
group than the non-Asho people who live in the 
countryside. Finally, kәnnәb means “Muslim” 
which is formed from Amharic verb tәkәnanәbә 
“he dressed well, especially in the Muslim culture” 
through germination of /n/, deletion of /tә/ and /na/ 
syllables, and change of the meaning. 
The underestimation is not only by the non-azmari 
people towards the Asho people but in their turn, 
the Asho people also undermine the non- Asho 
people. The researcher asked the Asho informants 
to tell him with whom they make marriage alliance.  
Seven interviewees out of ten interviewees replied 
that the Asho make their marriage alliance with 
their own group. The three interviewees said that 
the Asho make their marriage with the other 
groups. Again, the researcher asked them how they 
view those some Asho who make marriage alliance 
with other groups. For this question, all the 
interviewees said that making marriage alliance 
with ʧ‟ɨwa “extraordinary people” is good but it is 
not good to make marriage alliance with slaves, 
Muslims and blacksmiths. The response of 
informants for the question why they make their 
marriage alliance with their own group is that Asho 
people are special group or good in their forefather 
for them. In addition to this, one woman informant 
said that if an Asho man marries a non-Asho 
woman, the Asho women will insult her saying 
„baʕgo‟ which means “uncivilized person” 
especially if she does not have praising skill.   
Although there is a sense of underestimation 
between the Asho and the non-Asho groups, the 
data obtained through interview questions revealed 
that, the two groups invite each other in any 
ceremony and social activities because of it might 
be the the two groups are joining to school and they 
may get some awareness about  negative attitude 
towards each other. Moreover, both groups 
communicate with each other in Tigrinya if the 
Asho group does not have secret. 
 In general, we can conclude that the Asho group 
has developed its secret language due to the fact 
that the two groups (Asho and non-Asho ) 
underestimate each other. However, this difference 
does not lead them not to cooperate and work 
together in different social ceremonies and other 
activities. The social stratification or self-
designation is reflected in the linguistic variable 
and the group becomes the owner of their special 
language. This idea is supported by Labov 
(1972:118) as he says the following: 
Social stratification and its 
consequences is only one type of 
social process which is reflected 
in linguistic structures. The 
interaction of the ethnic groups in 
New York City- Jews, Italians, 
blacks, and Puerto Ricans is also 
reflected in these and other 
linguistic variables. Segregation 
of black and white may be seen 
in aspects of linguistic behavior 
quite district from the 
phonological systems. 
From the above quote, we can understand that 
social variations result linguistic variations like 
Azmari or Asho argot that is different from the 
Tigrinya.  
The researcher asked the informants to tell him 
what economic activities they practice. They 
responded that the economy of the Asho people is 
depending on agriculture and collecting money 
through playing ʧ‟ɨra and praising people (by men) 
as well as praising people through poem (by 
women). As informants, today, the Asho people 
have their farm land but long times ago it is not 
known. All groups of the Asho people participate 
in the economic activities. They get money, goats, 
honey, grain, butter, milk, „dɨlɨh‟, flour, enjera, 
local beer or t‟ella and so on through playing ʧ‟ɨra 
during marriage, baptizing, and other ceremonies 
and social activities. In autumn, the Asho men also 
play ʧ‟ɨra to facilitate social works such as mowing 
grain. 
The researcher asked the informants to tell him 
where they most often go for playing ʧ‟ɨra and 
praising people. They denoted that they move from 
Begashexa (home land) to different areas of Tigray 
like Yechla, Samre, T‟ank‟wamlash, Abergele and 
Amhara particularly to Sek‟ot‟a and so on.  
The researcher asked the informants to tell him 
what language(s) they speak as their 1
st
 and 2
nd
 
language. Ten interviewees said that Asho people 
speak Tigrinya and Amharic. five interviewees said 
that Asho people speak and listen Xamt‟anga. 
Their mobility to Agew place and Amhara areas to 
play ʧ‟ɨra and praising people to get money may 
help them to speak and to listen Amharic and some 
of them listen and rarely speak Xamt‟anga. The 
researcher observed code switchs of such as from 
Tigrinya to Xamt‟anga, and from Tigrinya to 
Amharic have taken place frequently. 
In addition to this, the researcher asked the 
informants which language they use in singing, 
conversation and others. They denoted that in 
general, Tigrinya is used for communication in all 
daily activities of the Asho people and to play ʧ‟ɨra 
and praise people but sometimes Asho people sing 
in Amharic even in Tigray and other places. As 
informants said, Asho people use Amharic to play 
ʧɨra when they are going to some Agew and 
Amhara areas.  
The mobility of the Asho should be the reason for 
the introduction of Amharic words like Ɂandɨka 
“one”, Ɂarattɨka “four”, sɨddɨstɨka “six” and 
sɨmmɨntɨka “eight” etc to the Asho argot. The Asho 
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people rarely speak and listen the Xamt‟anga. It is, 
therefore, rare or no finds the words of the 
Xamt‟anga in the Asho argot. The informants said 
Agew people can speak and understand Amharic, 
Tigrinya and Xamt‟anga, and as a result the Asho 
people are not obligated to speak Xamt‟anga.  
Regarding the Asho argot usage, the Asho people 
do not use the Asho argot in their daily activities to 
communicate with each other except for special 
purposes. Every Asho person can speak Asho 
argot. But, there is difference in fluency among the 
Asho people in the Asho argot. From the 
researcher‟s observations during direct elicitation 
of linguistic data from informants, elders have 
better knowledge of the Asho argot than the 
youngsters especially in the complex usage of the 
argot. The youngsters also have better knowledge 
than the children, and these who move from place 
to place to get income have better knowledge of the 
Asho argot than the people who do not move from 
place to place 
Despite the difference of fluency, all the Asho 
people communicate with each other in their argot, 
but they communicate in Tigrinya with outsiders. 
Moreover, talking in Asho argot before guests is 
might be impolite and might make guests offended. 
The researcher asked the informants another 
question about what should someone fulfill to be 
considered Asho . According to the respondents, 
the criteria are: 
   a) should be genetically Asho  
   b)  should be married to Asho and 
   c) should speak the Asho argot. 
To some extent, there is intermarriage between the 
Asho and non- Asho groups recently. The mixed 
people who are born from the Asho and non-Asho 
parents speak the Asho argot because they are 
learning from their Asho father or Asho mother. 
And the non-Asho wife or the non-Asho husband 
can learn from his Asho wife or her Asho husband, 
especially if they acquire skill of playing ʧ‟ɨra and 
praising people by poem. However, having the skill 
of playing ʧ‟ɨra cannot be a guarantee to be speaker 
of the Asho argot as well as the member of the 
group. In relation to this, one informant said that 
the Asho does not permit to teach these 
experienced Azmaro/Azmari(woch) their argot and 
how to play ʧ‟ɨra because they assume that it is 
theirs, genealogically. 
According to Tesfay (2009:2), there is no clear 
historical record or material evidence that helps us 
to determine how old the secular Azmari tradition 
is. Outside Ethiopia, Azmari people or playing ʧ‟ɨra 
was practiced for a long time. Let us see the 
quotation of Bible book below: 
At Abinadab‟s house they 
brought out the Covenant box 
and put it on a new cart. While 
David and all the people danced 
with all their might to honour 
God. They sang and played 
musical instruments –harps, 
drums, cymbals, and trumpets 
(chronicles, 13:7-8, 415-416). 
From the Bible quote, we can understand that using 
ʧ‟ɨra or harp was in the Old Testament. Concerning 
the historical development of playing ʧ‟ɨra in 
Ethiopia, Ashenafi (1975:58), stated that 
“Estimating, its [Azmari culture] origin, the secular 
and the religious church music existed at the same 
time for years even before the introduction of 
Christianity in Ethiopia in the 4
th
 century”.  
From the above quote, we can understand that 
playing ʧ‟ɨra has developed in Ethiopia long 
centuries ago. Ato Aredom, who is the eldest 
informant in the Asho people of Begashexa, said 
that the genealogy of Asho people are connected 
with Minilik I of Ethiopia and to the holly ark of 
covenant of Mary of Axum. As he explained, after 
Minilik I knew his father King Solomon and had 
returned back to Ethiopia from Israel, too many 
people of Israel had come to Ethiopia by escorting 
the saint Mary ark of covenant of Axum. Then, the 
people who came with Minilik I acquired different 
types of work and engaged in various professions 
like Asho pottery, Goldsmith and so on. The idea 
that acquiring playing ʧ‟ɨra is created in Ethiopia 
before the introduction of the Christianity which is 
stated above by Ashenafi (1975) similarly as the 
informant‟s idea, the introduction of playing ʧ‟ɨra 
may also be connected with introduction saint 
Mary ark of covenant of Axum in Ethiopia. 
According to Reese cited in Ashenafi (1975:47-48) 
states as: 
 In reference to music, that the 
kings of Ethiopia were descended 
from Menelik, reputed son of 
Solomon and the Queen of Sheba 
(herself allegedly an Ethiopian 
monarch), finds an echo in the 
claim that Ethiopian psalmody as 
sung today preserves Hebrew 
Chant as practiced in the time of 
Solomon. 
This quote supports the idea of the Ato Aredom 
(informant) playing ʧ‟ɨra is introduced with the 
introduction of Christianity because playing ʧ‟ɨra 
functions in escorting ark of the Tabernacle, liturgy 
so on. Therefore, Asho people with their profession 
might come with Minilik I to escort the church of 
Saint Marry of Axum. We can also understand 
from the above quotation taken from the Bible that 
ʧ‟ɨra served to escort ark of the Tabernacle.  
In Ethiopia, playing ʧ‟ɨra religious context had 
been serving to church with the arrival of 
Christianity. Through time, the secular of music of 
Azmari had been developed especially to entertain 
imperial court (Ashenafi, 1975: 48, 50 cited in 
Tesfay, 2009:11), Mesafint, governments or 
emperors‟ battle such as Tewodros II (Tesfay, 
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1975:17, 22).  Moreover, according to Mengesha 
(1992:17), Azmari people expanded during the 19
th
 
century clearly in Ethiopia especially in the reign 
of the emperor Tewodros. But before that time, 
leaders or governments had spiritual music in 
general and playing ʧ‟ɨra had served at churches.  
4.2. The Asho Argot 
According to the two aged informants, the name of 
the Asho argot is called lank‟wǝɲɲa which means 
“language” derived from the Tigrinya term 
k‟wank‟wǝɲɲa that means “idiomatic language or a 
person who have idiomatic speaking” through 
substitution of /k‟w / by /l/. This name is given 
because of the idiomatic nature of the argot. But 
the eight informants call their argot k‟wank‟wǝɲɲa 
directly taken from Tigrinya. Four informants also 
said the Asho argot is additionally named Asho 
tələza “Asho speech”. tələza “speech” derived from 
lәzәba “discussion” in Tigrinya by reordering of /b/ 
from final consonant of the word to initial 
consonant of the word and substitution of bilabial 
/b/ by alveolar /t/.      
The researcher asked the informants to tell him the 
function of the Asho argot and for what purpose 
they use it. All the interviewees responded that the 
main purpose of using the Asho argot is to keep 
secret when the Asho people do not want their idea 
to be heard by the non-Asho people in their 
communication. Specifically, this argot is also used 
for the following: 
 
 To backbite and to insult non- azmari 
people 
 To escape from enemy and to prevent 
theft 
 To report or inform about a certain 
situation they observe 
 To express their feeling or suspect 
 To ask their member what they do not 
know 
 
The researcher has also asked the Azmari 
informants to respond on where they use their argot 
(rural area, urban area, public place, home domain 
and others). They reflected that Asho argot is used 
in different daily activities of Asho people if the 
situation requires them to communicate in their 
secret language.  
The Asho people use the Asho argot in different 
social ceremonies such as marriage and baptizing. 
According to the informants, when two or more 
Asho people are in any ceremony, and if non-Asho 
people talk about the Asho ‟s skill of playing ʧ‟ɨra 
or other, they who hear the information 
communicate with their friends in Asho argot. 
Besides, when two or more Asho people (men) are 
in social ceremony, and when one of them feels 
tired in playing ʧ‟ɨra , he tells his friend in Asho 
argot to stop playing ʧ‟ɨra   and to escape from the 
ceremony because the audience could not simply 
allow them to stop the playing ʧ‟ɨra. 
In addition to farming, the Asho people get their 
income from playing ʧ‟ɨra and praising people by 
moving from place to place in search of any 
ceremony. When the Asho people go from place to 
place, they might not know the name of the people 
of the new area. But to play ʧ‟ɨra and praise the 
people and to get income, they have to know the 
names, forefathers, wealth, hero etc of the praised 
people. Then, one migrated Asho group is expected 
to ask to non-Asho about the background of the 
individuals to be praised. After getting informed, 
the Asho man/woman shares information with 
his/her friends in their argot about the background 
of the praised persons not is heard by a third party. 
Finally, the Asho people use their argot in different 
settings in towns. For instance, in cafe, if two Asho 
persons (men) want to drink local liquor in the 
presence of many non-Asho , the Asho use their 
argot to talk about how much they want to drink, 
what type of liquor they are favorable to drink, to 
express their feeling about the beauty of the 
waiteress of the cafe. 
There are simple and complex forms in the Asho 
argot usage. The simple forms of the Asho argot 
mean that the forms are easy to understand them by 
the outsiders and the forms are very similar to 
Tigrinya or Amharic. In contrast, the complex 
forms of the Asho argot are also very obscured or 
difficult to understand them by outsiders, and they 
are not too much familiar to Tigrinya words. The 
simple and some of the complex form of the Asho 
argot are used by all Asho people, but the some 
complex forms are used by people who have good 
knowledge of Asho argot especially elders. The 
researcher asked his informants if all Asho people 
can speak and understand the complex forms of 
Asho argot, and he tried to communicate using 
some complex terms with youngsters and children 
of Asho argot speakers. But the answers and the 
results of the dialogue show that some of the 
informants could speak and understand but some of 
them confuse them. The informants denoted they 
use complex forms of the Asho argot to exclude 
non-Asho people and to protect their secret from 
the nearest Tigrinya or Amharic words. 
The researcher collected some examples of similar 
and less similar forms of this argot. Their 
complexity is determined by the Asho argot 
speakers, and as a result, these very similar to 
Tigrinya are simple, but those very different to 
Tigrinya are complex. 
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Tig.           Similar form                          less similar form of                    gloss   
                 of the Asho argot                     the Asho argot 
ʧ‟әwәta       ʧ‟әrwәta                                lәwәta                                            playing             
gumher        gurama                                  wurama                                         hyena                
bәliʕu           baʃiju                                     x‟aʃiju                                          big eater           
fәrraħ            fәrnaħ                                    ʃax‟unam                                     afraid              
gәwәz            lәwәz                                    lәwәt                                            youngster        
mәwħәt‟i       mawat‟o                                ʔamut‟                                          sauce   
             
Based on the above data, we can distinguish the 
simple forms that similar to the Tigrinya words and 
the complex forms that are different from Tigrinya. 
And listeners may guess the sources of the simple 
forms of the Asho argot from Tigrinya words 
easily. As the above data, the similar and less 
similar forms of the Asho argot are derived through 
different phonological processes such as dual 
deformation processes in one word, using two 
different deformation systems in a word and using 
two different words taken as sources (from 
Tigrinya, Amharic,…). 
Dual deformation systems mean distorting the 
word of Tigrinya or Amharic word double time. 
The first distortion or deformation is taken as 
simple form of the argot. However, simple form 
may be guessed by outsiders easily. Therefore, the 
similar form is distorted again in order to create 
less similar form that is not known simply. For 
example, lәwәz “youngster, strong” is the simple 
form of the Asho argot because the outsider can 
estimate its resource from Tigrinya gәwәz 
“youngster, strong”. Moreover, lәwәz “youngster, 
strong” is easily deducted by the listener; lәwәz 
“youngster, strong” is formed from Tigrinya word 
gәwәz “youngster, strong” through substitution of 
/g/ by /l/. To make this word less similar form,   
lәwәz is also deformed to lәwәt by substituting the 
final consonant /z/ by /t/. Therefore, we can say 
that there dual deformation on Tigrinya word 
gәwәz “youngster, strong”, the first is to derive 
similar word and second to form less similar word. 
To clarify, let us see baʃiju “he ate” in the argot. 
baʃiju is taken from bәliʕu through substitution of 
/әliʕu/ by /aʃiju/ to construct the similar form. And 
baʃiju is also changed to x‟aʃi through substitution 
of /b/ consonant by /x‟/ speech sound to make more 
unintelligible word by outsiders. And gurama 
“hyena, big eater” might be formed from Tigrinya 
gumher “big eater” through transposition  of /r/ 
consonant  from final part of the word to the 
second consonant position of the word, deletion  of 
/h/ consonant, substitution and addition of vowels, 
and using connotative meaning. gurama is also 
deformed to wurama through substitution of /g/ 
consonant by /w/ speech sound. This process may 
lead the terms of the Asho argot to be unknown in 
their etymology.  
On the other hand, the similar and less similar 
forms of the Asho argot are deformed by using two 
different deformation systems in a word of 
Tigrinya. For instance, ʧ‟әrwәta “playing” is 
formed from Tigrinya ʧ‟әwәta through addition of 
/r/ speech sound. To the native speakers of 
Tigrinya, ʧ‟әrwәta “playing” may simply be known 
what it means. So, it may be taken as similar form 
of the argot. And lәwәta “playing” is taken from 
Tigrinya ʧ‟әwәta through substitution of /ʧ‟/ 
consonant by /l/ speech sound. It may be taken as 
less similar form. ʧ‟әrwәta and lәwәta are taken 
from Tigrnya word ʧ‟әwәta by using two different 
deformations systems which are addition and 
substitution. However, it may be different on the 
selection of similar and less similar forms of the 
Asho argot up on the outsiders or listeners. 
Finally, the similar and less similar forms are 
derived from using two different basic words taken 
as sources. This means simple form of the Asho 
argot is taken from one word of Tigrinya clearly. 
The less similar form may be obscured its origin. 
For instance, fәrnaħ “afraid” is taken from Tigrinya 
fәrraħ “afraid” and it is easily understood by the 
outsiders. This word is taken simple form of the 
argot. ʃax‟unam “afraid” is different in its origin 
from Tigrinya word fәrraħ “afraid” and its origin is 
hidden. It is taken as complex form of the argot. In 
addition to this, mawat‟o is derived from Tigrinya 
word mәwћәt‟i “instrument that cause to be 
swallowed” or wәt‟ “sauce”, it is simple form of 
the Asho argot than ʔamut‟ “sauce” that obscured 
its origin and it is complex form of the argot. As 
the informants said, the reason behind to use 
similar and less similar lexical forms is their afraid 
of being heard by the outsiders.  
5.  Conclusion and Recommendation  
From the data analysis of this article, the 
sociolinguistic aspects of the Asho argot speakers 
are discussed. Based on the discussions made so 
far, the researcher came up with the following 
conclusions.  
 Some of the names given to the Asho people 
and proverb in Tigrinya are derogatory, which 
indicate the belittling or underestimation by 
the non-Asho group. The Asho people are 
undermined by the main society due to their 
begging tradition. Non-Asho groups say that 
getting into any ceremony without being 
invited is assumed unethical or immoral action 
by the main society.  Making marriage alliance 
of the Asho with non-Asho people was strictly 
forbidden long time ago, but now there is some 
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intermarriage between the two groups. Those 
derogatory words and underestimation 
between each other should be removed in order 
to create smooth relationships between the two 
groups. 
 The Asho people also undermine the non- 
Asho people. Although there is a sense of 
underestimation between the Asho and the 
non-Asho groups, the two groups invite each 
other in any ceremony and social activities. 
Making good relationship in every movements 
of the group is better which encourages in 
documenting the singing culture.  
 We can conclude that the Asho group has 
developed its secret language due to the fact 
that the two groups (Asho and non-Asho) 
underestimate each other. However, this 
difference does not lead them not to cooperate 
and work together in different social 
ceremonies and other activities. These show us 
the historical relationship of the two groups 
(Asho and non-Asho).  
 The mobility of the Asho should be the reason 
for the introduction of Amharic words to the 
Asho argot, and The Asho people do not use 
the Asho argot in their daily activities to 
communicate with each other except for 
special purposes.  
 Every Asho person can speak Asho argot. But, 
there is difference in fluency among the Asho 
people in the Asho argot.  
 Someone should be genetically Asho ; should 
be married to Asho , and/or should speak the 
Asho argot. 
 The main purpose of using the Asho argot is to 
keep secret when the Asho people do not want 
their idea to be heard by the non-Asho people 
in their communication (To backbite and to 
insult non- azmari people; To escape from 
enemy and to prevent theft; To report or 
inform about a certain situation they observe; 
To express their feeling or suspect, and To ask 
their member what they do not know).  
 There are simple and complex forms in the 
Asho argot usage. The simple forms of the 
Asho argot mean that the forms are easy to 
understand them by the outsiders and the 
forms are very similar to Tigrinya or Amharic. 
In contrast, the complex forms of the Asho 
argot are also very obscured or difficult to 
understand them by outsiders, and they are not 
too much familiar to Tigrinya words. The 
simple and some of the complex form of the 
Asho argot are used by all Asho people, but 
the some complex forms are used by people 
who have good knowledge of Asho argot 
especially elders. The researcher asked his 
informants if all Asho people can speak and 
understand the complex forms of Asho argot, 
and he tried to communicate using some 
complex terms with youngsters and children of 
Asho argot speakers. But the answers and the 
results of the dialogue show that some of the 
informants could speak and understand but 
some of them confuse them. The informants 
denoted they use complex forms of the Asho 
argot to exclude non-Asho people and to 
protect their secret from the nearest Tigrinya or 
Amharic words. 
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